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(2) * tamen zenme-yang hui chuli zhe-jian shi?
they how-manner will handle this-CL matter
'How will they handle this matter?'
* 他們怎麼樣會處理這件事？

The syntax-semantics correspondence of Chinese why also supports our analysis. As shown
by the contrast of (3a,b), outer why can never appear after the future modal, and the
interpretation is strictly a reason question:
(3)

德不孤，必有鄰。
'A virtue is never alone. It always has neighbors.'
0. Introduction
This paper sets out to join a recent inquiry into the peripheral area around the edge of vP
along the line of Belletti (2004, 2005). It is suggested that Chinese provides a perfect testing
ground for this theory in that linguistic expressions are very often constructed analytically (cf.
Huang 2004), and their "loosened" parts may spread over functional projections in a
minimalist manner, i.e., Merge instead of Move in the spirit of Chomsky (2000). We show
that their distribution concentrates on two specific areas, that is, the vP periphery vs. the left
periphery in Rizzi's (1997) sense.

(1)

a. tamen zenme hui chuli zhe-jian shi?
they how will handle this-CL matter
'How come they will handle this matter?'
他們怎麼會處理這件事？

[outer how > modal: causal]

b. tamen hui zenme(-yang) chuli zhe-jian shi? [modal > inner how: instrumental]
they will how(-manner) handle this-CL matter
'How will they handle this matter?'
他會怎麼處理這件事？
There are also two forms of inner how: One is simplex how, i.e., zenme, assuming the same
form as outer how. The other is complex how, i.e., zenme-yang 'how-manner' (cf. Tsai 1994).
The complex how can never appear above the future modal, as evidenced by (2). We may
thus pin down the location of inner how inbetween the modal and the main verb:

a. Akiu weishenme hui zou?
Akiu why
will leave
‘Why would Akiu leave?’
阿Q為什麼會走？

[outer why > modal: reason]

b.* Akiu hui weishenme zou?
Akiu will why
leave
* 阿Q會為什麼走？

[*modal > outer why]

In contrast, inner how can only appear below the modal, resulting in a purpose question, as
illustrated by the contrast of (4a,b). For people who find (4b) marginally acceptable, the
reading shifts to a reason question:
(4)

1. Inner Adverbials vs. Outer Adverbials
The division between the vP periphery and the left periphery is most easily seen in the
inner-outer dichotomy of Chinese wh-adverbials and reflexive adverbials (cf. Tsai 2007a):
When Chinese how role-plays as an operator, it can be interpreted either as causal, preceding
an epistemic modal such as hui 'will', as in (1a), or as instrumental after the modal, as in (1b):

[*inner how >modal]

a. Akiu hui wei(-le) shenme cizhi?
Akiu will for(-Prf) what resign
‘For what purpose would Akiu resign?’
阿Q會為了什麼辭職？

[modal > inner why: purpose]

b.?? Akiu wei-le shenme hui cizhi?
Akiu for-Prf what
will resign
‘Why would Akiu resign?’
??
阿Q為了什麼會辭職？

[?? inner why > modal: reason]

It is worthwhile to note that there is a parallel to this inner-outer dichotomy from
reflexive adverbials as well: When Chinese self role-plays as an operator, it is interpreted
either as anti-causal (e.g., without others' coercion/persuasion) in a pre-modal position, as
exemplified by (5a), or as anti-comitative (i.e., without others' company/help) in a post-modal
position, as exemplified by (5b):
(5)

a. Akiu ziji hui chuli zhe-jian shi.
[outer self: anti-causal]
Akiu self will handle this-CL matter
'Akiu will handle this matter on his own initiative/voluntarily.'
阿Q自己會處理這件事。
b. Akiu hui ziji chuli zhe-jian shi.
[inner self: anti-comitative]
Akiu will self handle this-CL matter
'Akiu will handle this matter by himself/in person.'
阿Q會自己處理這件事。
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Outer how thus patterns with outer self in expressing (anti-)causality, while inner how
patterns with inner self in expressing (anti-)comitativity (i.e., a with-relation in the sense of
Parsons (1995)). Based on Rizzi's analysis of the CP layer, as illustrated in (6), we propose to
associate the property of outer adverbials with the left periphery, while attributing the
property of inner adverbials to the vP periphery in the spirit of Belletti (2002, 2003) and
Jayaseelan (2007). The two peripheries roughly correspond to the edges of two strong phases,
i.e., CP and vP, in the sense of Chomsky (1999, 2000). We may envision the "topography" of
Chinese how and why in the manner depicted in (7) (cf. Tsai (in press), Stepanov & Tsai (to
appear)):
(6) Force

Top* Int Top* Focus Mod* Top* Fin IP

(7) Force Top* Int Focus Mod*
zenme
zenme
weishenme
weishenme
outer how and outer why
left periphery

(Rizzi 1997, 1999)

Fin [TP Tense Mod* [vP (Tsai 2007a)
modal
wei(-le)shenme
zenme(-yang)
inner how and inner why
vP periphery

In parallel, inner self and outer self both involve a contrastive focus, i.e., self vs. others (cf.
Tsai 2005b). The difference is that for outer self, the topic/subject is the sole causer of the
event encoded by IP, as exemplified by (5a), while for inner self, the topic/subject is the sole
comitant of the activity encoded by VP, as exemplified by (5b). We may visualize this
inner-outer division in the following diagram (cf. Ramchand (2003) for discussion on the
distinction between the causation projection and the process projection within vP):
(8) Topography of Chinese reflexive adverbials

Src' → speaker-oriented
TopP ≈ causation projection

Source

Subjk ModP (FinP)
Left Periphery

Outer Self

Mod' → Causer/causation-oriented

Modal

TP
tk

T'
T

vP Periphery

vP

Agent/comitant-oriented ← Inner Self

vP
tk

v'
v

VP ≈ process projection

subject-oriented ← V Anaphoric Self
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(9) unaccusatives:
na-ben shu zenme bu-jian
le?
that-CL book how dis-appear Inc
a. ‘How come that book disappeared?’
b.# ‘By what means did that book disappear?’
那本書怎麼不見了？
(10) locative-existential predicates:
cong faguo zenme lai-le
san-ge gongchengshi?
from France how come-Prf three-CL engineer
a. ‘How come from France came three engineers?’
b.# ‘By what means did three engineers come from France?’
從法國怎麼來了三個工程師？
(11) subject-experiencer verbs:
Akiu zenme xihuan hua, jiu guli
dajia zhong?
Akiu how like
flower then encourage people plant
a. ‘How come Akiu likes flowers, and then encouraged
people to plant them?’
b.# ‘In what manner does Akiu likes flowers, and then
encouraged people to plant them?’
阿Q怎麼喜歡花，就鼓勵大家種？

[causal]
[*instrumental]

[causal]
[*instrumental]

[causal]
[*instrumental]

Interestingly enough, the same restriction is observed by inner self as well, as evidenced by
the respective parallels between (9-11) and (12-14). These predicates are also those which can
be causation-oriented instead of causer-oriented, where the subject of causation is an event
rather than an individual:

SrcP (ForceP)
logophoric Self

Another piece of major evidence comes from the so-called subject agentivity: only outer
how may survive a non-agent subject, i.e., inner how can only modify a predicate which takes
an agent as its external argument, e.g., unaccusatives, locative-existential predicates, and
subject-experiencer verbs, as shown by the contrasts of (9-11):

(12) unaccusatives:
na-ben shu jiu ziji bu-jian
le.
that-CL book then self dis-appear Inc
a. ‘The book disappeared for no reason.’
[anti-causal]
b.# ‘The book disappeared alone.’
[*anti-comitative]
那本書自己不見了。
(13) locative-existential predicates:
cong faguo ziji lai-le
san-ge gongchengshi.
from France self come-Prf three-CL engineer
a. ‘From France came three engineers without invitation.’ [anti-causal]
b.# ‘From France came three engineers by themselves.’
[*anti-comitative]
從法國自己來了三個工程師。
(14) subject-experiencer verbs:
Akiu ziji xihuan hua, jiu guli
dajia zhong.
Akiu self like flower then encourage people plant
a. ‘Akiu likes flowers himself, and encouraged people to plant them.’ [anti-causal]
b.# ‘Akiu alone likes flowers, and encouraged people to plant them.’ [*anti-comitative]
阿Q喜歡花，就鼓勵大家種。
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All in all, the parallel between the syntax-semantics correspondences of reflexive and
interrogative adverbials in Chinese thus argues for our two-periphery analysis in a
straightforward way. As a point of interest, it is instructive to note that a doubled strong
pronoun in a vP-internal focus position in Italian can produce an adverbial-like "in person"
reading (cf. Belletti 2005), as shown below:
(15) Maria manderà suo fratello, invece Gianni verrà
lui.
Maria will.send her brother but
Gianni will.come he
'Maria will send her brother, but Gianni will come himself/in person.'
In a sense, this so-called "strong pronoun doubling" provide cross-linguistic support for our
proposal to tie inner self in with the vP periphery. We will return to the connection between
focus construals and the vP periphery in section 4.
2. Inner Light Verb vs. Outer Light Verb
There are also two classes of Chinese light verb construals which displays the now familiar
inner-outer dichotomy (cf. Tsai 2007b): The first class includes eventuality predicates such as
CAUSE, as first discussed in the seminal work of Huang (1994, 1997). It is argued that the
syntax-semantics mismatch of (15a) can be resolved by analyzing its underlying structure as
(16b), on the assumption that there is an implicit causative predicate CAUSE, in parallel to its
lexical counterpart in (17) (also cf. Gu 2002). Specifically, it takes a Causer and an effect
event as its external and internal arguments respectively. (16a) is thus derived by raising the
inflected verb qie-de 'cut-Res' to CAUSE, which is phonologically defective and needs a verb
to cling upon, as in (16c):
(16) a.

⇒ b.
⇒ c.

na-ba dao qie-de wo zhi
maohan.
that-CL knife cut-Res I
continuously sweat
'That knife made me cut such that I sweated continuously.'
那把刀切得我直冒汗。
na-ba dao CAUSE wo qie-de zhi
maohan. [outer light verb]
that-CL knife
I
cut-Res continuously sweat
na-ba dao [qie-de]k+CAUSE wo tk zhi
maohan. [raising-to-USE]
that-CL knife cut-Res
I
continuously sweat

(17) na-ba dao rang
wo qie-de zhi
maohan.
that-CL knife cause
I
cut-Res continuously sweat
'That knife made me cut such that I sweated continuously.'
那把刀讓我切得直冒汗。

[lexical light verb]

The second class involves various construals associated with dynamic properties and a
contrastive focus, e.g., instrumental, locative, and benefactive (cf. Lin 2001, Feng 2003, 2005,
among others). Take the instrumental construal like (18a) for example: It arguably derives
from (18b) by raising the verb qie 'cut' to an implicit light verb USE, which is on a par with
its overt counterpart yong 'use' in (19). The derivation is illustrated in (18c):
(18) a.

ni qie na-ba dao,
wo qie zhe-ba dao.
you cut that-CL knife I cut this-CL knife
'You (will) cut with that knife, and I (will) cut with this knife.'
你切那把刀，我切這把刀。
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⇒ b.
⇒ c.

ni USE na-ba dao qie,
you
that-CL knife cut
ni qiei+USE na-ba dao ti,
you cut
that-CL knife

wo USE zhe-ba dao
qie.
wo
this-CL knife cut.
wo qiek+USE zhe-ba dao tk.
wo cut
this-CL knife

(19) ni yong na-ba dao qie, wo yong zhe-ba dao qie.
you use that-CL knife cut, wo use this-CL knife cut
'You (will) cut with that knife, and I (will) cut with this knife.'
你用那把刀切，我用這把刀切。

[inner light verb]
[raising-to-USE]
[lexical light verb]

In terms of syntax, the first class of light verbs seems to head a functional projection in
the CP layer, and the second class a semi-lexical projection in the vP layer. Hence the
distinction between inner and outer light verbs. To really tease them apart, we found two
syntactic criteria in addition to the above semantic distinction: The first one involves Chinese
verb-copying, which is essentially a vP-internal phenomenon. Just as our theory predicts,
raising-to-CAUSE, where the landing site is beyond the vP periphery, is not subject to
verb-copying, as evidenced by (20a). In contrast, raising-to-USE is fully compatible with
verb-copying, since it only involves an inner light verb position within the vP periphery, as
evidenced by (20b):
zhi
maohan. [*verb-copying]
(20) a. * na-ba dao qiek+CAUSE wo qiek-de
that-CL knife cut
I cut-Res continuously sweat
'That knife made me cut such that I sweat continuously.'
* 那把刀切我切得直冒汗。
b.

zhi
maohan.
wo qiek+USE na-ba dao qiek-de
you cut
that-CL knife cut-Res continuously sweat
'I used that knife to cut such that I sweat continuously.'
我切那把刀切得直冒汗。

[verb-copying]

The second criterion has to do with light verbs' ability to take various types of
post-verbal complements: Outer light verb construals allow either a resultative complement,
as in (21a), or a duration complement, as in (21b):
(21) a.

b.

na-ba dao [qie-de]k+CAUSE wo tk zhi maohan.
that-CL knife cut-Res
I continuously sweat
'That knife made me cut such that I sweated continuously.'
那把刀切得我直冒汗。

[resultative comp.]

zhe-ben shu [kan-le]k+COST wo yi-xiawu tk.
this-CL book read-Prf
me one-afternoon
'This book took me one afternoon to read.'
這本書看了我一下午。

[duration comp.]

In contrast, these post-verbal complements are not compatible with raising-to-USE, as
illustrated by the contrasts of (22a,b) and (23a,b):
(22) a.

wo yong na-ba dao qie-de hen lei. [lexical light verb + resultative comp.]
I
use that-CL knife cut-Res very tired
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'I cut till tired with that knife , ...'
我用那把刀切得很累。

3. Inner Affective vs. Outer Affective

b. * wo qie-de+USE na-ba dao hen lei. [*inner light verb + resultative comp.]
I
cut-Res
that-CL knife very tired
'I cut slow/till tired with that knife , ...'
* 我切得這把刀很累。
(23) a.

ni yong na-ba dao qie wu fenzhong. [lexical light verb +duration comp.]
you use that-CL knife cut five minutes
'You (will) cut with that knife three times/for five minutes.'
你用那把刀切五分鐘。

b. * ni qie+USE na-ba dao wu fenzhong. [*inner light verb +duration comp.]
you cut
that-CL knife five minutes
'You (will) cut with that knife for five minutes.'
* 你切那把刀五分鐘。
In terms of semantics, it is note difficult to see the interpretive similarity between outer
adverbials and outer light verbs (i.e., they both involve causality), as well as that between
inner adverbials and inner light verbs (i.e., they both involve a with-relation between an
Instrument/Comitant and its corresponding event (cf. Parsons 1995, Tsai 2005b)). All the
above observations clearly point to the conclusion that it is imperative to separate outer and
inner light verbs in terms of their syntactic topography under the cartographic approach (cf.
Rizzi 1997 and Cinque 1999, among many others):
(24) Topography of Chinese light verbs:

As noted by Tsai (2007c), there are two types of affective construals in Chinese, which seems
to observe the inner-outer division as well: Outer affectives are characterized by a lexical
applicative head gei, which arguably locates in the left periphery, and is strictly
speaker-oriented:
(25) a.

ta juran
[gei wo] he-le
san-ping jiu.
he unexpectedly GEI I drink-Prf three-CL wine
'He drank two bottles of wine on me unexpectedly.'
他居然給我喝了三瓶酒。

(26) a. * ta
juran
[gei women/ni/nimen/ta/tamen] he-le
san-ping jiu.
he unexpectedly GEI us/you/you(pl.)/him/them drink-Prf three-CL wine
'He drank two bottles of wine on us/you/you(pl.)/him/them unexpectedly.'
* 他居然給 我們/你/你們/他/他們 喝了三瓶酒。
san-ping jiu.
b. ?? ta [gei wo] he-le
he GEI I drink-Prf three-CL wine
'He drank two bottles of wine on me unexpectedly.'
??
他給我喝了三瓶酒。
(27) Outer affective in the left periphery:
. . . . . TopP
Top'

ta

TopP

Top

Topic

[outer affective]

EvaP

Top'

Top

vPouter ≈ causation projection

Causer

juran
'unexpectedly'

v'

outer light verb ← CAUSE

Eva'

geik+Eva
TP

Subjk

ApplPhigh

Left Periphery

T

vPinner
tk

vP Periphery

v'

inner light verb ← USE

VP ≈ process projection

Instrument
V-de
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Appl'

wo

T'

V'
RP ≈ result projection

tk

TP

► Inner affectives, on the other hand, involve an implicit applicative head AFF, and the
Affectee must hold the ownership of the Theme, as evidenced by (27):
(28) ta juran
he-le+AFF wo san-ping jiu.
[inner affective]
he unexpectedly drink-Prf
I
three-CL wine
'He drank two bottles of wine (of mine) on me unexpectedly.'
他居然喝了我三瓶酒。
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(31) Unaccusative inner affective (cf. Chomsky 1999):
The crucial point there is that the Affective-Theme ownership is obligatory for an inner
affective (a.k.a. pseudo double object construction), but optional for an outer affective.

. . . . . TP

(29) Transitive Inner affective the vP periphery (cf. McGinnis 200?):
T'

Akiui

. . . . . TP

ApplPmid = phase

T
T'

tai
T

ti

vP = phase

Appl'
domain

ti

[si-le]j+AFF

VP

v'
V'

fuqin

domain
[[he-le]j+AFF]k+Cau

ApplPmid
tj

Appl'

wo

.....

4. Inner Focus vs. Outer Focus
tk

VP
Finally, Chinese object fronting provides substantial evidence for a focus projection in both
peripheries: Bare NPs can be either definite or nonspecific when fronted in-between a future
adverbial and the main verb, as in (32). On the other hand, only the definite reading survives
when the object raises to some place higher than mingtian 'tomorrow', as illustrated by the
contrast between (32) and (33):

V'

san-ping jiu
tj

.....

► There is also an unaccusative version of inner affective construals, as exemplified by
(30). Here the Affectee (i.e., Akiu) is in the subject position, holding an often inalienable
relation to the Theme (i.e., fuqin 'father'):
(30) Akiu
si-le+AFF
fuqin.
Akiu
die-Prf
father
'(Akiu's) father died on him.'
阿 Q 死了父親。

[unaccusative inner affective]

(32) women mingtian zhurou chi, niurou bu chi.
[inner focus]
we
tomorrow pork
eat beef
not eat
a. 'Tomorrow we will eat the pork, but not the beef.' (definite)
b. 'Tomorrow we will eat pork, but not beef.'
(nonspecific)
我們明天豬肉吃，牛肉不吃。
(33) women zhurou mingtian chi, niurou houtian
chi.
[outer focus]
we
pork
tomorrow eat beef day-after-tomorrow eat
a. 'We will eat the pork for tomorrow, and the beef for the day after tomorrow.'
b. # 'We will eat pork for tomorrow, and beef for the day after tomorrow.'
我們豬肉明天吃，牛肉後天吃。
This indicates that the fronted object acquires the topic quality in front of the future adverbial,
presumably at the Spec of outer FP in the left periphery. By contrast, the object in question
may remain nonspecific in the Spec of inner FP, which is blessed by existential closure
associated with the main predicate.
►
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Two tests for inner-outer dichotomy of Chinese foci:
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1)

Only a genuine discourse topic allows left dislocation, and hence the resumptive
pronoun strategy, as in (34a) (cf. Cinque 1990):

(34) a.

b.

wo hen taoyan
Akiuk (a),
Akiu Top
I
very hate
'As for Akiu, I hate him.'
阿 Q 啊，我很討厭(他)。

(tak).
him

taoyan (*tak), Xiaodij
wo Akiuk
I
Akiu
hate
him
Xiaodi
'I hate Akiu, but not Xiaodi.'
我阿Q討厭(*他)，小D不討厭(*他)

bu taoyan
not hat

(*taj).
him

Nevertheless, the resumptive strategy is unavailable for fronted objects only below certain
temporal adverbials such as zuotian 'yesterday' in (35b) and mingtian 'tomorrow' in (36b,c).
All these facts point to the conclusion that the fronted object in an outer focus position is
actually a contrastive topic (also known as a focus topic), which must be definite or specific
by nature.
jian-guo tak , ...
(35) a.? wo Akiuk zuotian
I
Akiu yesterday meet-Exp him
'As for Akiu, I met him yesterday, ...
? 我阿Q昨天見過他，...
b.* wo zuotian
Akiuk jian-guo tak , ...
I
yesterday Akiu meet-Exp him
* 我昨天阿Q見過他，...
(36) a.? wo Akiuk mingtian hui jian-dao
tak , ...
I
Akiu tomorrow will meet-reach him
'As for Akiu, I will meet him tomorrow, ...
? 我阿Q明天會見到他，...

b. wo you liang-ben shu nian-guo, you san-ben shu mei
nian-guo.
I have two-Cl book read-Exp have three-Cl book have.not read-Exp
'I read two of the books, but not the other three.'
我有兩本書唸過，有三本書沒唸過。
[specific]
c. wo zhe liang-ben shu nian-guo, na san-ben shu mei
nian-guo.
I this two-Cl book read-Exp thatthree-Cl book have.not read-Exp
'I read these two books, but not those three.'
我這兩本書唸過，那三本書沒唸過。
[definite]
Here the fronted numeral NP liang-ben shu 'two books' must be licensed either by the
existential modal you 'have', as in (37b), or by a demonstrative like na 'that', as in (37c).
Otherwise the sentence is out, as in (37a). However, this restriction is not observed in
presence of a modal such as keyi 'can' in (38), which suggests that modal force is a factor to
be reckoned as far as an inner focus is concerned:
(38) wo liang-ben shu keyi nian-wan, san-ben shu jiu bu
xing
le.
I two-Cl book can read-finish three-Cl book then not possible Inc
'I can finish two books, not three.'
我兩本書可以唸完，三本書就不行了。
[nonspecific]
When it comes to Chinese bare NPs, the situation gets a bit murky: The interpretations
of fronted objects seems sensitive to the choice of mood/tense: That is, once object fronting
applies, only the definite reading is available, as indicated by the contrast of (39a,b):
(39) women zuotian
zhurou chi-le, niurou mei chi.
we
yesterday pork
eat-Prf beef have-not eat
a. '(As for the meat in the refrigerator,) yesterday we have
eaten the pork,not the beef.'
b.# '(As for dinner,) yesterday we have eaten pork, not beef.'
我們昨天豬肉吃了，牛肉沒吃

tak , ...
b.* wo mingtian Akiuk hui jian-dao
I
tomorrow Akiu will meet-reach him
* 我明天阿Q會見到他，...
c.* wo mingtian hui Akiuk jian-dao
tak , ...
I
tomorrow will Akiu meet-reach him
* 我明天會阿Q見到他，...
2)

Numeral NPs can undergo object fronting only when they are specific or definite.
This restriction is shown by the contrast between (37a) and (37b,c):

(37) a.* wo liang-ben shu nian-guo, san-ben shu mei
nian-guo.
I two-Cl book read-Exp three-Cl book have.not read-Exp
'I read two books, not three.'
* 我兩本書唸過，三本書沒唸過。
[*nonspecific]
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[definite]
[*nonspecific]

tomorrow, and the beef for the day after tomorrow.'
[definite]
b.# '(As for the dinner,) we will eat pork for tomorrow, and beef
for the day after tomorrow.'
[*nonspecific]
我們豬肉明天吃，牛肉後天吃。

(40) Topography of inner/outer focus in realis sentences:
. . . . . FP
Outer Focus

F'

F

(43) women zhurou zuotian
chi-le, niurou qiantian
chi-le.
we
pork
yesterday eat-Prf beef
day-before-yesterday eat-Prf
a. '(As for the meat in the refrigerator,) we have eaten the pork
yesterday, and the beef for the day before yesterday.'
[definite]
b.# '(As for the dinner,) we have eaten pork yesterday, and beef
the day before yesterday.'
[*nonspecific]
我們豬肉昨天吃了，牛肉前天吃了。

TP

zuotian
'yesterday'

TP

In other words, the asymmetry between realis and irrealis sentences is neutralized when an
object NP is in the outer focus position. The distributive-interpretive pattern of object
fronting can then be summarized in the following table:

T

Subjk
T

FP
Inner Focus

pre-adverbial
vP

realis
existential closure

tk

v'
irrealis
V+v

.....

The distribution of inner/outer foci in realis sentences can thus be visualized in (40). Here
existential closure is associated with the v' projection according to an extended version of
Diesing's (1992) mapping hypothesis, which associates the locus of existential closure with
the syntactic predicate rather than VP (the syntactic predicate is defined as a projection
headed by the main verb after verb-raising, cf. Tsai 2001).
By contrast, irrealis sentences behave quite differently: When a bare NP raises to a
position inbetween a future adverbial and the main verb, as in (41a,b), both definite and
nonspecific readings survive:
(41) women mingtian zhurou chi, niurou bu chi.
we
tomorrow pork
eat beef
not eat
a. '(As for the meat in the refrigerator,) tomorrow we will
eat the pork, but not the beef.'
b. '(As for dinner,) tomorrow we will eat pork, but not beef.'
我們明天豬肉吃，牛肉不吃。

[definite]
[nonspecific]

in-between

post-verbal

definite

yes

yes

yes

nonspecific

no

no

yes

definite

yes

yes

yes

nonspecific

no

yes

yes

As shown above, the definite reading is always there as an option, whereas the nonspecific
interpretation is on and off, depending on the choice of tense and the landing site of a fronted
object. Also note that (41) can be paraphrased as (44) with a lexical future modal hui 'will'
preceding the main verb:
(44) women mingtian zhurou hui chi, niurou bu hui chi.
we
tomorrow pork
will eat beef
not will eat
a. (As for the meat in the refrigerator,) tomorrow we will eat the pork,
but not the beef.
[definite]
b. (As for dinner,) tomorrow we will eat pork, but not beef.
[nonspecific]
我們明天豬肉會吃，牛肉不會吃。
This is reminiscent of the effect of modal force observed in (38), where a nonspecific
numeral NP is rescued by the presence of keyi 'can'. It is a simple deduction that the fronted
bare NP in (44) gets licensed by existential closure associated with the future modal hui and
its implicit counterpart (cf. Tsai (to appear)), as sketched in the following diagram:

Crucially, when a bare NP raises further across temporal adverbials, the only possible reading
is definite, irrealis or not, as in (42) and (43):
(42) women zhurou mingtian chi, niurou houtian
chi.
we
pork
tomorrow eat beef
day-after-tomorrow eat
a. '(As for the meat in the refrigerator,) we will eat the pork for
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(46) Topography of inner focus in irrealis sentences (LF):
.....

TP
T'

Subjk
T

ModP
existential closure
mintian
'tomorrow'

Mod'

[V+v]+Modfuture

FP

Inner Focus

F'
F

vP
tk

.....

5. Concluding Remarks
All in all, we have drawn evidence from adverbials, applicatives, light verbs, and object
fronting in Chinese to verify the existence of the vP periphery, and to explore the uncharted
territory in the "Middle Earth". Hopefully, this study will bring us a step closer to the full
understanding of syntax-semantics mapping under the cartographic approach.
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